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Abstract 
 
The threats to ecosystems and the future delivery of ecosystem services are to a large extent 

associated with risks and uncertainty. Integrating these concepts into the analysis on ecosystem 

services is thus an important aspect when building sound theoretical frameworks as well as 

practical guidelines. 

We use a standard framework from financial economics that incorporates risk to analyse how 

farmers may opt for different strategies for how pollination may affect their harvest. Under 

certain assumptions, this framework highlights the inherit trade-offs in the output and risk of 

pollination, as well as showing that farmers may opt for different strategies depending on their 

risk preference. 

Our conclusion from this study is that, although proper data on pollination is lacking, the 

framework used in combining risk management and ecosystem services does highlight crucial 

aspects of ecosystem management and may be used as an argument for using precautionary-type 

management. 
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1 Introduction 
 
The natural environment provides the basis for human development and well-being on earth. At 

the same time humans have gone a long way in degrading the natural environment, a statement 

that is becoming more convincing as new research is presented (Rockström et al. 2009; Steffen 

et. al. 2007; MEA, 2005a). Ecosystem services (ES), i.e. the values that humans derive from 

nature (MEA 2005b), have become a focal point for analysing the links between humanity and 

nature and the status of ditto were recently made clear by the report The Economics of 

Ecosystems and Biodiversity (TEEB). One of the main conclusions of the report, is that the 

current invisibility of natures services in the economic system results in widespread neglect of 

the natural environment that in turn degrade biodiversity and ecosystems, ultimately affecting 

ecosystem services (TEEB 2010a).  

 

To properly account for the natural environment, methods to assign values to ES have been 

promoted as a way to correct for missing market signals.  

The bulk of this work has been concerned with valuation, albeit with some notable exceptions1. 

This type of analysis typically rests upon the total economic value (TEV) framework, and is most 

often concerned with structuring and measuring the different value streams of ES into the TEV-

framework or something similar to it (TEEB, 2010b; Turner et al. 2010; US-EPA, 2009). 

However, there is a strong need for, and current lack of sound ecology-economics mix in 

valuation exercises, as well as a need to explain the linkages to a wider audience, outside of the 

research community (Carpenter et al. 2006).  

 

Less work has been carried out focusing on agents benefitting from ES, either as private citizens 

or businesses, using economic analysis as a toolbox for guiding rational decision-making under 

uncertain or risky conditions. This may in part be attributed to the difficulty in doing so, but 

nevertheless, people often act on private motives, which is a good reason for looking at such 

dynamics in relation to ES. 

 

                                            
1 See for example Barbier (2008), Barbier (2007), Bateman et al. (2010)  
2 However, we also acknowledge that there are some ecosystem processes that are not 
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The concept of risk management is now well integrated into most large organisations where they 

seek to understand and insure against possible losses and make sure they are not too severe for 

continued operation. This may be governments, corporations or private households. Uncertainty 

and risk are of course central concepts also in environmental and sustainability research, and 

perhaps the risks of further degradation of natural environment is the best argument for 

transforming societies onto a more sustainable path. This view has been instrumental in the 

development of resilience theory, where surprise and slow as well as drastic changes are 

incorporated into the theoretical framework. (Walker & Salt 2006)  

 

One ES that is, as many other, under severe threat from human induces pressures, is animal 

pollination of cash crops (Stokstad 2006; FAO 2008). Pollination is one ecosystem service that is 

not particularly hard to connect to human well-being. In a recent study, pollination was found to 

be essential for about 70% of all cash crops globally, thus an essential service provided by nature 

to generate food and fuel (Klein et al. 2007). The mystic conditions surrounding colony collapse 

disorder (CCD), causing major die-offs in honey bees, has caused a major increase in attention 

towards the current status of pollinators, including the importance of keeping pollinator groups 

with different response diversity patterns as well as the economic importance of pollination 

(Jacobsen 2008).  

 

In economics the concept of risk is central. This is particularly true for the study of financial 

assets. One theoretical framework for managing risks in financial assets is the mean-variance 

portfolio theory that describes the dynamics of risk and return on financial markets for risky 

assets. This framework has already been proven to be useful in environmental research in for 

example fishery management and can be coherent with ecosystem-based fisheries management 

(Sanchirico 2010; Radulescu 2010).   

 

The aim of this thesis is to couple the concepts of ES of pollination with rational decision-

making under uncertain and risky conditions to develop an analytical framework (a tool), or a 

conceptual ecologic-economic model for making decisions in real life social-ecological systems. 

More specifically this means that we will use a risk framework of mean-variance portfolio theory 

to assess how farmers should manage the risk in the ES of pollination.  
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By using a novel approach to mix economics with ecology, we pose the following research 

questions: How would a rational investor behave when presented to the pollination/harvest 

problem given the knowledge on pollination ecology? And what would a resilient strategy look 

like when considering pollination as a productive input? 

 

This paper is structured as follows. Section two introduces the background to ES in general and 

pollination in particular. It also introduces some of the alternative aspects of ES that stems from 

the ecology-economics mix and resilience theory. Section three introduces the case study used in 

this study, namely canola production in Stockholm County. Section four describes the 

methodology and methods used including scenarios and mean-variance portfolio theory. Section 

five and six presents the results and discussion of the study and section seven concludes. 

2 Background 
 
Before we go any further, we should probably define the key concepts we use in this study, 

namely risk and uncertainty, to avoid confusion. Our starting point is that risk and uncertainty 

surrounding the state of ecosystems and the services they provide are large, and hence our 

analytical framework ought to be able to deal with this, as far as possible, in an explicit manner. 

There is a formal distinction between risk and uncertainty, which is that risk applies when one 

can make some assessment about probabilities whereas uncertainty applies when this is not 

possible (Keynes 1921). To be strict, looking at ES in general and how they might be affected in 

the future, uncertainty is probably the correct concept to apply. 

 

To formally analyse uncertainty, we add outcomes to possible scenarios and attach different 

probabilities to those scenarios, looking at both average and actual outcomes (see section 5). 

Risk therefore becomes instrumental in our analysis whereas uncertainty is the main issue at 

hand. From here we will however proceed and use the terms interchangeably. 

 

The importance of doing this analysis is well put by Henry (2006) where he writes       

“uncertainty should not be inflated and invoque as an alibi for inaction” (p.9). 
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2.1 Ecosystem Services 
Ecosystem services are not an unambiguous term in itself (see Fisher et al. 2009 for a review). 

There has been several definitions suggested including “conditions and processes through which 

natural ecosystems, and the species that make them up, sustain and fulfil human life” (Daily 

1997), “the benefits human populations derive, directly or indirectly, from ecosystem functions 

(Costanza et al. 1997), and “the benefits people obtain from ecosystems” (MEA 2005a). 

Although these have been, in a broader sense, commonly agreed upon, there has also been some 

critique arguing that these definitions are to wide too be put into a systematic analytical 

framework. (Fisher et al. 2008; Bateman et al. 2010; Balmford et al. 2008). For example, the 

MEA classification of ecosystem services into supporting-, provisioning-, regulating- and 

cultural ecosystem services can lead to confusion in economic valuation exercises and are 

particularly prone to double counting. This is because the final human benefit is not separated 

from the processes that yield the benefit. 

 

Following this, an alternative way to look at ecosystem processes and the benefits that humans 

derive from these processes is suggested by Balmford et al. (2008), where benefits and processes 

are separated (figure 1). 

 

 
 
 
The important thing to note in figure 1 is that only benefits affect human well-being directly, 

whereas core and beneficial ecosystem processes are a set of processes and functions that 

provide the benefit and thus have an indirect effect on human well-being. For each benefit, there 

Core 
Ecosystem 
Processes 

Beneficial 
Ecosystem 
Processes 

 
Benfits 

Ecosystem Services 

eg. production, 
nutrient cycling 
 

eg. pollination, 
soil formation 
 

eg. food, fresh 
water 
 

Figure 1. Alternative structure and classification of ecosystem processes and benefits. 
Adopted from Balmford et al. 2008 
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are numerous underlying processes, which are all more or less important or vital. For the benefit 

of food (crops) for example, many processes and interactions due to biodiversity and other 

factors of ecosystems eventually lead to harvested crops, which is the benefit of interest. 

 

Following the reasoning in figure 1, we will use the terms ES and ecosystem processes 

interchangeably whilst keeping in mind that ES is a rather wide concept.2  

 

Another important extension in the concept of ES literature is the idea that ecosystems should be 

viewed as being “natural assets” (Barbier 2008). The idea of ecosystems as natural assets is that 

nature, or ecosystems, is similar to financial wealth (or any other form of wealth for that matter) 

in that financial assets generate interest which is a flow of income stemming from the financial 

assets. Benefits stemming from ecosystem processes can thus be regarded as interest on natural 

wealth, which conveys some sort of healthiness in the ecosystem. 

 

A similar way to describe this relationship is by considering the state of our natural assets as a 

stock, and the services they provide as a flow. (Mäler et al. 2007; Mäler 2008; Barbier 2008). 

This idea is quite intuitive and a good systematic way to highlight the importance of ecosystem 

health (stock) in generating ecosystem services (flow). 

 

A useful way to further penetrate the idea of ecosystem services being generated from a stock of 

ecosystem health is to consider one basic property of the relationship between biodiversity and 

ecosystems. Biodiversity, defined as all living organisms and made up of the four building 

blocks genes, species, habitats and ecosystems (EEA 2010), has a stabilising effect on 

community ecology which means that there is a positive correlation between diversity and 

stability in terms of biomass and production (Doak et al. 1998). Hence, altering biodiversity 

through species extinction has the potential to affect ecosystem properties and ES they provide 

(Hooper et al. 2005). Biodiversity may thus represent one way to understand the stock of 

ecosystem wealth that generates ecosystem services. 

 

                                            
2 However, we also acknowledge that there are some ecosystem processes that are not 
ecosystem services, since they may not benefits humans 
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Building on the idea that biodiversity generates stability in the generation of ecosystem services, 

scholars have attempted to put this idea into an economic framework. For example, Armsworth 

and Roughgarden (2003) argue that ecosystem characteristics, like ecosystem stability, indeed 

have quantifiable economic values that should be accounted for in management decisions. This 

idea has been further developed by Quaas and Baumgärtner (2008) and Baumgartner (2008), 

where it is argues that biodiversity has an insurance value against the provisioning of uncertain 

ecosystem services that are used by risk-averse economic agents. Whether or not the insurance 

value can be structurally organised into the total economic framework (TEV) remains a debate as 

some argue that it is closely tied to option value (TEEB 2010b) whereas others argue that it 

should be treated as a new component (Baumgärtner 2008). One definition of insurance value is 

given by TEEB (2010b), where it says “the value of ensuring future delivery of ecosystem 

services” (Ch. 5 p.4). When analysing ecosystems and ES therefore, the stream of services as 

well as all risk concerning future delivery of services should be considered.  

 

Another way of thinking about ecosystem wealth in terms of generating ES, is the concept of 

resilience, defined as the capacity of a system to experience shocks while retaining essentially 

the same functions, structure, feedbacks, and therefore identity (Walker & Salt 2006). A central 

concept in resilience theory is the presence of regime shifts, where ecosystems flip from a 

desirable state into a less desirable state. These shifts often occur suddenly and are hard to 

predict, and do often lead to drastic declines in the delivery of valuable ES. There are numerous 

real life examples of ecosystem regime shifts in the literature on resilience theory (Regime Shift 

DataBase 2011).   

 

With regards to the stock and flow idea of generation of ES, resilience could be used as a 

measure of the stock (Mäler and Destouini 2007). For this purpose, resilience can be defined as 

the conditional probability that a system will flip from one regime to another, given the current 

state of the system and the current disturbance regime (Perrings 1998). Furthermore, these 

different regimes are separated by thresholds, which are given by the level of disturbance that 

causes a radical change in the state of the ecosystem and the provisioning of ES (Walker & Salt, 

2006). Resilience is thus the distance between the current state of the system to the threshold, 

where the probability of a flip is higher the closer the system state is to the threshold. 
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A resilient system is characterised by robustness with regards to continued delivery of ES while 

undergoing change and disturbances. One key factor in determining a system’s resilience is 

biodiversity (Elmqvist et al. 2003). Thus, viewing biodiversity or resilience as the wealth stock 

of ecosystems is not necessarily a contradiction.  

2.2 Pollination worldwide state and trends 
Animal pollination of plants and crops is an ecosystem process or function that in many ways 

benefits humans for example through food, fuel and aesthetic value of flowering plants (Jacobsen 

2008). Pollination may be carried out by wild or managed (domesticised) pollinators, the latter 

consisting mainly of honey bees (Apis mellifera). Furthermore, pollination is carried out on 

managed agricultural land as well as on wild plants. 

 

The process of pollination is vital for the regeneration of many world crops, and affects the 

growth and regeneration patterns of even more (FAO 2008). Insects mostly carry out animal 

pollination3, although pollination from bats and birds does occur. 

 

Looking at cash crops, evidence suggests that 87 out of 115 leading global crops are affected by 

animal pollination (corresponding to 35% of world crop production) (Klein et al. 2007). Some of 

the most dominant global crops are wind- or passively self-pollinated, meaning that they are 

independent of animal pollinators4 (Ghazoul 2005).  

 

There are several estimates of the economic value of pollination services at different regional 

levels. One estimation of the global value of domestic and wild pollination is set at 120 billion 

USD annually (Costanza et al. 1997). At more regional scales, the value of pollination services 

have been estimated up to 440 million in the UK (Biesmaijer et al. 2006) and 325 million SEK in 

Sweden (Jordbruksverket 2009). Studies from the US have suggested that wild pollinators alone 

accounts for 3 billion USD in fruit and vegetable production (Losey and Vaughan 2006) and that 

the value of honeybee pollination is somewhere between 1,6 to 5,7 billion USD (Southwick and 

Southwick (1992). These valuations only include the marketed services for which the pollination 
                                            
3E.g. bees, flies, butterflies, moths, wasps, beetles etc. 
4Some examples are cereals and sugarcane 
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serves as a productive input. Pollination of wild plants and flowers or other services outside of 

the market is not included and the estimations should thus be considered low in relation to the 

full economic value (FAO 2008). 

 

There is widespread evidence that pollination services are threatened on a global level (Potts et 

al. 2010, FAO 2008, MEA 2005b, EEA 2010). The most crucial drivers that are thought to cause 

this situation are habitat loss and fragmentation, agrochemicals, pathogens, invasive species, 

climate change and the interactions between them (IRGC 2009). 

 

The evidence pointing at a crises with regards to pollination services can roughly be divided into 

two groups, direct and indirect evidence, where direct evidence has recorded an actual loss in 

pollinators and pollination services while indirect evidence show how suggested drivers of 

pollination change has been affected by global change. 

 

Starting with direct evidence, managed pollinators in the form of honeybees have experienced 

severe reductions during the last decades, with accelerating losses during the last few years 

(Winfree et al. 2007). The phenomenon is known as colony collapse disorder (CCD) (Stokstad 

2006). The causes for CCD is not fully known, but is suggested to be a combination of several 

stress factors such as pathogens, parasites, pesticides, immune system disorder and fungi 

(Stokstad 2006; Bromenshenk et al. 2010). Losses in domestic honeybee colonies due to CCD in 

the US have been recorded to around 30% on a yearly basis during 2006-2009 (Jordbruksverket 

2009). 

 

For wild pollinators, research showing species decline exists from all parts of the world5. As an 

example, for the pollination generalist bumblebee (Bombus spp), studies have shown a decline in 

pollinators for Britain, Belgium and Germany (FAO 2008).  

 

Indirect evidence, the other type of evidence of worldwide pollinator decline are changes in 

drivers th.se 

                                            
5Except for Antarctica, where there are no pollinators 
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at are believed to affect pollinators negatively. These drivers are mainly due to changes in 

agricultural land use and practises, affecting habitat and using pesticides. In particular, depletion 

and fragmentation of habitat has been suggested as the main reason for pollination decline 

(Steffen-Dewenter et al. 2002), this is mainly due to land use changes for agricultural production 

(Ricketts et al. 2008). Other drivers of pollination decline that has changed is use of chemicals in 

conventional agriculture, climate change, and invasive non-native species (Balmford et al. 2008).     

 

2.3 Pollination as an ecosystem service 
There are still knowledge gaps in the ecology surrounding pollination as well as how pollination 

contributes to crop production (FAO 2008). However, the interest for pollination has recently 

surged, partly in line with more information being available suggesting a possible decrease in 

pollination services. 

 

However, theory suggests that biodiversity in general and suitable pollinator habitat in particular 

are important factors for benefiting wild pollination potential, both on- and off-farm (Klein 2003; 

Kremen 2002). In addition, there are several factors that farmers themselves can affect in order 

to create better conditions for sustained or increase biodiversity on- and off-farm, such as 

keeping the surrounding flora varied or refrain from taking natural or semi-natural habitat into 

full scale production (Pettersson et al. 2004; Linkowski et al. 2004). More natural farming 

methods, such as organic farming has also been suggested as a factor for benefitting pollinator 

potential (Morandin and Winston 2005). 

 

In terms of diversity of pollinators, and given the risks associated with both wild and domestic 

pollinators, Winfree et al. (2007) have argued that a diversity of pollinators acts as a “biological 

insurance” in terms of sustaining pollination services and thus buffer against potential declines in 

agricultural production. Also, risk aversion by farmers is an important driving force for using 

biodiversity as a form of insurance under uncertain setting whereby they can hedge by allocating 

land to different uses (Di Falco and Perrings 2005). 

 

Despite sparse empirical data on pollination services to agriculture, there are some indications 

that it could be subject to ecological thresholds, or tipping points. In particular, Waters and 
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collegues (in Balmford et al., 2006) suggest that such a thresholds could be triggered by a 

marginal decrease in suitable habitat where pollination services become too scarce or too 

unstable. In addition, the authors predicts that “there is a medium to high probability that the 

provisioning of wild pollination services is likely to be subject to thresholds/tipping points in the 

foreseeable future (by 2025), with a very high probability that such thresholds will happen in 

regions of very intensively managed agriculture” (Balmford et al. 2008, p.53). Thus, 

incorporating thresholds as a possible outcome seems like a relevant exercise.    

2.4 Mean variance portfolio theory 
The concept of mean-variance portfolio theory (or modern portfolio theory) was formalised by 

Harry Markowitz in 1954 (Markowitz 1991) and is a theory of investments and specifically a 

relationship between return and risk for investments in assets that have an expected return. It also 

formalises in a mathematical sense the benefits of diversification among a set of assets that is 

often referred to in ecology (Walker & Salt 2006). 

 

Mean-variance portfolio theory models an assets return as a normally distributed function, or a 

random variable, and defines risk as the standard deviation of the assets return. Combinations of 

assets making up a portfolio can then be manipulated to maximise expected return for a given 

level of risk, or vice versa.  

 

Since this text is a transdisciplinary attempt to study ES, readers may not be familiar with the 

mean-variance portfolio theory framework. For this reason, a basic description where no pre-

knowledge is required is given in textbox 1 below. Readers are also encouraged to use textbox 1 

as support throughout the study if needed. Readers who are familiar with the framework does not 

need to go through the textbox although this might be helpful anyway.  
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What is mean-variance portfolio theory? 
 
In order to understand the analysis carried out in this study, some basic understanding of 
the mean-variance portfolio theory is required. The purpose of this textbox is to describe 
the framework in the easiest way possible. 
 
For this example, we will use two imaginative stocks, which we will call Apple (A) and 
Microsoft (M). These stocks are considered to be random variables because their values 
at any point is given by a range of random factors. 
 
To carry out a mean-variance portfolio theory analysis, two key numbers are important for 
every random variable: 

1. Expected value 
2. Risk (standard deviation) 

 
1. Expected value 
 
If over a three years time period, a (any) stock has assumed the following values at year-
end: 
Year 1: 105 
Year 2: 90 
Year 3: 105 
 
Then we can calculate the expected value of stock x by calculating its average value, ie: 
!"#$%&$'  !"#$% = !"#!!"!!"#

!
= 100 which is the same thing as saying that stock x will 

assume the value of year 1 with probability 1/3, the value of year 2 with probability of 1/3 
and the value of year 3 with probability 1/3. 
 
2. Risk 
The risk of a stock is a value that describes how much the actual value of a stock 
fluctuates from the expected value. For example, if two different stocks have assumed the 
following values under a three year period: 
Stock X:   Stock Y: 
Year 1: 105   Year 1: 150 
Year 2: 90   Year 2: 0 
Year 3: 105   Year 2: 150 
 
The risk of stock B is greater since its actual values fluctuates more around its expected 
value (both stocks have expected value = 100). 
 
Now, lets consider our two stocks, Apple and Microsoft. They have the following 
properties: 
Apple:    Microsoft: 
Expected value = 100  Expected value = 125 
Risk = 10   Risk = 15 
 
We can now share our total investment between the two stocks, and use statistical 
manipulation to achieve an investment with other new properties: 
Portfolio (an investment mixed between shares in Apple and Microsoft): 
Expected value = 115 
Risk = 90 
 
Thus as we can see by the properties in the portfolio, we have managed to achieve a 
configuration of expected value and risk that is better than any of the two stocks alone.  
 
The properties of the portfolio will depend on how much of each stock is held in the 
portfolio. For example, if we divide the investment equally, we would hold 50% Apple and 
50% Microsoft in our portfolio, this share can be described as [0,5:0,5] with 0,5 indicating 
how much of the total portfolio is invested in one stock. 
 Textbox 1. A basic guide to mean variance portfolio that can be used throughout reading this 

study. 
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3 Case study description 

3.1 Canola production in Stockholm County 
Although this study, being partly hypothetical, does not rely explicitly on a geographical area, it 

does build on the production of oil rapeseed in Stockholm County, Sweden. A study carried out 

by Jansson and Polasky (2010), where patterns of wild pollinators response diversity were being 

analysed, was used as a basis. Although this study could be carried out on any geographical area 

where reliable harvest data is available, the area was chosen so that the results can be put in 

context in terms of size and effects of pollination. 

 

The total area used in Stockholm County for growing autumn and spring canola is 3760 ha. 

(Appendix A) which is about 5% of the total urban agricultural landscape in the area (Jansson & 

Polasky 2010). The average total yearly harvest for the time period 1965-2009 was 1131 tonnes 

of autumn canola and 3159 tonnes of spring canola, coming to a total at 4290 tonnes of average 

yearly harvest (Svensk Raps 2010; appendix A). Furthermore, the average selling price for 

canola in Europe during the time period 2005-2009 was €270/tonne. All relevant data are 

summarised in table 1. 

 
Table 1. Data on Canola harvest (1954-2009) and price (2005-2009) as average yearly values for Stockholm 
County (Svensk Raps 2010, Eurostat 2010). This data is the basis for our scenarios (see method section). 

 Spring Canola Autumn Canola Total 
Area (ha) 2826,67 934,2 3760,87 
Harvest (tonnes) 3159 1131 4290 
Price (€/tonne) 270 270 270 
Value (€) 852 930,00 305 370,00 1 158 300,00 
  
From the data in table 1, we use literature of current knowledge to make an estimation of how 

much pollination might have contributed to an average years total harvest. This will of course 

only correspond partly to the true amount of harvest that can be attributed to pollination, but it 

will nevertheless be a “best guess” based on current knowledge. 

 

Many attempts have been made to try and estimate how pollination affects yields of Canola 

crops. Because Canola is self-fertilized, animal pollination is not essential for reproduction. 

Studies have shown however, that animal pollination increases the yield as well as increasing the 
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amount of oil that the crops holds, which is beneficial for the selling price (Jordbruksverket 

2009) 

 

There is however a big spread in the results of studies looking specifically at the contribution of 

pollination on Canola plants. Based on the estimations carried out in Jordbruksverket (2009), this 

study will assume that pollination done by wild and domestic pollinators will increase the final 

harvest by a quarter, meaning that 20% of the final harvest can be directly attributed to 

pollination. This figure is used only to put our analysis into a context. This means that the 

number in itself is not important, merely the fact that pollination does increase harvest at all and 

at a general level of relevance. 

3.2 A schematic conceptual figure of pollination as an ecosystem service 
 
Building on our background in section 3 and 4, figure 2 is a schematic visualisation of the 

ecosystem process of pollination at a farm level. 
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Ecological system & 
agricultural landscape 

Stock 2 
Biodiversity 

on farm 

Benefits to society: farmers’ income, 
food supply, aesthetic landscape etc. 

Value 2: 
Agricultural  

Value 1: 
Insurance 
value 

DP 

WP 
 

Stock 3 
Status of 
domestic 

pollinators 

Stock 1 
Biodiversity 

off farm 
 

Flow of ecosystem services 

Figure 2. The yellow box represents a canola field on a farm. Pollination is carried out by two types of 
pollinators, namely wild- (WP) and domestic pollinators (DP). The ecosystem process of pollination 
originates from three different stocks, stock 1-3, which in turn generates a flow of services that 
subsequently leads to benefits to humans. The stocks are some kind of health measure of the relevant 
ecosystems. We have specified (in section 3) that biodiversity and/or resilience may be thought of as the 
measure unit of these stocks. 
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So pollination in our case, and with the conceptual views presented in section two, can be viewed 

as a stream of services generated from the surrounding nature. We see these services as coming 

from two different sources, namely wild and domestic pollination. From the angle of increasing 

harvest yield, these two sources, or groups of species, performs the same function. In this sense 

they can be said to belong to the same functional group. 

 

The two groups do however posses large differences in terms of responding to changes since 

they do not rely on the same type of ecosystems, although undoubtedly interlinked in some ways. 

The risk of a reduction in pollinator abundance for any of these groups therefore, should be quite 

different from the other group. This is of course an important property of this benefit that plays a 

crucial role in our analysis. Furthermore, the different risks threatening these two groups of 

pollinators were described in section 2.2 above. 

 

In this study we are treating the benefit of harvest yield stemming from the ecosystem process of 

pollination as a private benefit to farmers growing Canola, i.e. they are the agents that benefits 

since the increase in yield gives them more to put on the market. But these agents, or farmers, 

can also influence the share that comes from pollination since the landscape configuration has an 

effect on pollinators. In this sense, the benefit of increased harvest has a benefit as well as a cost 

side tied to it. Therefore, pollination should be viewed as a productive input in the full 

production function, as any other input. But since pollination, both from domestic and wild 

pollinators each depend on a complex set of factors, they can only be affected to a certain degree, 

as well as the risks that are connected to them. 

 

Despite this, we go ahead and assume that farmers can make a choice as to which pollinator 

group he will rely on. This is only true to the extent that he can affect the landscape 

configuration on his land and affect others to take action that affects landscape configuration 

outside his land, as well as treatment of domestic pollinators on a global scale. 

 

So, for a farmer running production of canola crops, the different risks concerning pollinators 

(that affects their income) should be of concern and are to some extent manageable.  
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4 Methodology / Methods 
 

4.1 Background and data sources 
In this study, whilst acknowledging there are multiple theories of values, we are looking at 

private values for farmers. This means that the values we are looking at rest upon the assumption 

that values arise from the subjective preference of individuals, or farmers. Furthermore we 

assume that farmers, although they may care for the immediate and extended environment, are 

mostly concerned with harvest output in the long term, and would therefore treat their output as 

commensurable with other monetary measures. This is admittedly a narrow approach in 

valuation terms, but serves well for the aims of this study. As such, this study is not looking at 

the full value of ecosystems and biodiversity, as there are many values that are not privately 

enjoyed by farmers. The points of interest are private value for farmers, ES and decision-making 

under risky conditions. 

 

In saying this, we also acknowledge that economic analysis of ES is both a morally contested 

and technically complex issue that may still hinder integration into policy or other relevant 

arenas. Another way of viewing economic analysis of the natural environment is as a self-

reflecting feedback mechanism that may encourage people to rethink previous miss-conceptions 

concerning the environment-economics link and therefore serves as an educational tool (TEEB 

2010b). We encourage the reader to adopt this view for the purpose of reading this paper.     

 

Data of harvest of Canola production in Stockholm County was provided on request from Svensk 

Raps (www.svenskraps.se) and price data was taken from the Eurostat webpage 

(epp.eurostat.ec.europa.eu). All data sources are presented in appendix A. 

 

Our study will be carried out by using a risk framework from economics, namely mean-variance 

portfolio theory, to assess the delivery and risk of pollination services. Since there is limited data 

on actual pollination, we use a value based on the total harvest which we derive from an 

estimation that 20% of total harvest is due to pollination (Jorbruksverket 2009). We then use 

scenarios to specify potential future delivery of pollination. 
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All literature used was found by standard literature search. 

4.2 Scenarios 
A full motivation of the use of scenario analysis and our scenarios are given in appendix B. Here 

follows a shorter description of what is needed to know to be able to follow our study. 

 

4.2.1 Scenario names and description 
Table 2 introduces our scenario names and describes them shortly. 

 
Table 2. Scenario names and short description. Full scenario information in appendix A. 

Scenario Name Description 
No change (NC) Pollination is roughly equal to current 

levels which we assumed to be 20% of 
total harvest (see section 5.1)  

Wild pollination decline (WPD) Pollination from wild pollinators decreases 
drastically. Domestic pollination at current 
levels  

Domestic pollination decline (DPD) Pollination from domestic pollinators 
decreases drastically. Domestic pollination 
at current levels 

Worst case (WC) Pollination from both wild and domestic 
pollinators decrease drastically 

Wild pollination decline threshold (WPDT) Pollination from wild pollinators equals 
zero. Domestic pollination at current levels 

Domestic pollination decline threshold 
(DPDT) 

Pollination from domestic pollinators 
equals zero. Wild pollination at current 
levels 

Worst case threshold (WCT) Pollination from both wild and domestic 
pollinators equals zero 

 

4.3 Mean-variance portfolio theory 
In this section a basic description of how mean-variance portfolio theory has been used in this 

study is described. A full description including the equations used can be found in appendix C. 

 

We treat wild and domestic pollination as two separate services (assets)6 that have two basic 

properties, expected return7 and risk. As such we are assuming pollination from these services to 

                                            
6 Or as the two stocks Apple and Microsoft as described in textbox 1 (section 2.4) 
7 In this text expected return and expected value is used interchangeably 
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be a random variable. A random variable may be described as a variable whose value (ie. level of 

pollination) depends on some kind of random process. 

 

If we had data on the actual contribution from wild and domestic pollination, we could have used 

this to calculate the expected return and risk based on data. However, as this sort of data is not 

available, these values had to be estimated, which are done within the framework of our 

scenarios. 

 

Our results are presented under three different headings, each of which we give a description of 

below. 

4.3.1 Weigthed outcomes 
In this analysis, we assume that farmers make a judgment about the different probabilities that 

the different scenarios will occur. We call a set of probabilities a case. The probabilities for the 

different cases are presented in appendix D. Whichever case a farmer thinks is most appropriate 

will be his choice.  

 

Because of this, all values in this analysis are average values based on the probabilities in each 

case. There are four different cases (probability sets) for the four scenarios without thresholds-

effect and three cases for the seven scenarios with threshold effect. The total number of cases 

therefore comes to seven. 

 

We plot the seven cases in graphs where the two assets wild- and domestic pollination as well as 

a combination of the two assets are shown on an expected return and risk scatterplot.  

4.3.2 Actual outcomes 
In this analysis, farmers do not choose a case based on probabilities that a scenario will occur, 

but only one specific outcome or scenario. Thus the farmers assume that they know which 

outcome will actually happen. There are thus no probabilities attached to the outcomes, or more 

appropriately, a farmer faces an outcome with a probability of 1. 
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Now, the second sets of calculations were for each individual scenario, not taking probabilities 

into account. This thus shows the possible portfolios after an outcome. This was done by using 

the same framework as for weighted averages (appendix C), but without weighted outcomes, and 

instead, using the values for WP and DP straight from the scenarios. 

 

The calculations were done on all four scenarios without threshold as well as the seven scenarios 

with thresholds, creating in total eleven scatterplots of risk return. 

4.3.3 Context of money value 
This analysis is done in order to put our results into some context. Using the data on average 

price from section 3.1, a table describing the difference in output in monetary terms that can arise 

from choosing the wrong strategy, in relation to the outcome. The table shows (1) the implication 

of choosing one portfolio weight depending on the outcome and (2) the implication of an 

outcome occurring depending on what portfolio weight was chosen. 

 

4.4 Critical reflection 
The framework is mainly constructed as a trial to analyse the dynamics between ES, risk, 

production and decision-making. To our knowledge, this framework has not been used in a 

similar way before. Inevitable, in the search for new methods or analytical frameworks, there are 

better and less good properties. One could argue that the framework does little without real 

pollination data, but, at the same time, one reason to carry out this exercise is to see if the 

framework would be valid did we have real pollination data. Another critique of the framework 

could be that it is too simplistic, or reductionist. Admittedly, the framework does represent a 

simplified reality that may or may not in fact represent real life. However, as important as it is to 

describe the complexities of ecosystems and biodiversity, it is also important to describe key 

dynamics in the interaction of humans and ecosystem is simple and powerful ways. In saying 

this, no one should read this text in isolation from current knowledge in ecosystems and 

biodiversity, but merely see it as a complement.      

 

As there are no available data on pollination, we use harvest data to calculate assumed 

pollination values. This is not optimal, but does serve the purpose of this study as being a 
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conceptual model. The data in itself is considered to be reliable considering it is official data and 

not controversial.   

5 Results / Findings 
 

5.1 Weighted outcomes 
We derive portfolio frontiers (PF) for portfolios of WP and DP using the weighted outcomes 

with different probabilities for each scenario (figure 3). Depending on which set of probabilities 

(case 1-4) for each scenario one considers to be most likely, the corresponding frontier is the 

most relevant to use for that individuals choice of portfolio.  

 

To start off, rational farmers would choose a portfolio that is as far along the y-axis and as short 

along the x-axis as possible in figure 3, this position is equal to high return and low risk. Another 

way of explaining this is to say that if two portfolios have the same risk, a rational farmer would 

always choose the one with higher return.   

 
 

 

Figure 3. Scatterplot of pollination and risk under scenarios without thresholds and weighted outcomes. The 
number in square brackets represent the portfolio weights, ie. [1:0] means farmer only opts for WP where as 
[0,5:0,5] means a portfolio of half wild and half domestic pollination. Points [0,2:0,8] and [0,5:0,5] are also 
marked in the graph by a cross. The solid purple line in case 4 that stretches from ≈[0,25:0,75-1:0] is the 
efficient portfolio frontier (EPF). A rational farmer would choose a strategy along the EFP since below point 
≈[0,25:0,75] one looses output while increasing risk. The analysis is identical for cases 1-4 although the solid 
line (EFP) is closer to [0,5:0,5] for each case moving rightwards. 
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In comparing the four different cases in figure 3, for each case where the probability of the NC 

scenario is higher, the average return for a specific level of risk is higher, indicating that a 

rational farmer would be better off. Given the choice therefore, farmers would prefer the 

probabilities corresponding to case 4, 3, 2 and 1 in that order of preference. 

 

The diagram also makes clear, that a whole range of options have been made available for a 

farmer by enjoying pollination from more than one pollinator group. In figure 3, instead of being 

locked at points [1:0] or [0:1] only, the farmer can enjoy a full spectrum of portfolios between 

those points along the frontier. 

 

Still, a farmer could opt for only one of the assets, in contrast to using a portfolio with a mix of 

the two different assets. In this case, opting for WP only [1:0] would mean a risky option with 

highest possible return, while DP [0:1] would lead to lowest possible return at moderate risk. 

 

A rational farmer would opt for a portfolio somewhere along the PF between [0,25:0,75] and 

[1:0], as below this point, there is no extra return to be won for more risk. This curve is shown as 

the efficient portfolio frontier (EPF) (solid purple line) in figure 3 (case 4). Along the EPF, 

farmers will opt for different portfolios depending on their level of risk averseness, i.e. they will 

pick a portfolio in accordance with either 1) how much return they can get for a given level of 

risk or 2) how much risk they are willing to take on for a given level of return. 

 

One particular point to take notice of in figure 3, is the portfolio which minimises risk, i.e. 

[0,25:0,75] which is also the first point from the left on the EFP. This portfolio is a famous 

strategy and is known as the minimal-variance portfolio (Markowitz, 1991). A rational farmer 

who aims at decreasing risk as far as possible (without any regards for output) would opt for this 

strategy. 

 

We now derive PF’s for WP and DP using our scenarios where there are risks for thresholds for 

each pollinator group and again weighted outcomes (figure 4). Only three different probability 

sets (cases) were used in this case, creating three different PF’s. As the outcomes in case 5-7 are 

similar to those in case 1-4, the PF’s also look similar. The introduction of thresholds did not 
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alter the PF’s that much since the probabilities of the thresholds scenarios (WPTT, DPDT & 

WCT) were relatively low. All seven PF’s for case 1-7 are pictures in figure 5. 

 
 

 

Figure 4. Scatterplot of pollination and risk under scenarios with thresholds and with weighted outcomes. 
Portfolio weights [1:0], [0,5:0,5] and [0:1] all marked out. 

 

 

Figure 5. Scatterplot of pollination and risk with and without threshold scenarios and with weighted 
outcomes. Portfolio weights [1:0], [0,5:0,5] and [0:1] all marked out. 

As pictured in figure 4 and 5, a rational farmer would prefer to be on a PF to the left, enjoying, 

on average, higher returns for a given level of risk. 
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5.2 Actual outcomes 
Our second set of calculations were concerned with creating PF’s with the data from the 

individual scenarios only, not taking into consideration the likelihood of them taking place 

(probabilities). Firstly we created PF’s for scenarios without thresholds, namely NC, WPD, DPD 

and WC. These are pictured in figure 6.  

 

 
Figure 6. Scatter plot of scenarios without thresholds. Single assets portfolios and [0,5:0,5] are marked out. 

Now, there are large differences with regards to risk and return in the four different scenarios. 

Farmers should prefer the outcome of scenario NC since this outcome generates highest returns 

and lowest risk at all points along the PF. As for the weighted outcome calculations, the EPF for 

the NC scenario seem to be between ≈[0,25:0,75-1:0]. For the WPD and DPD scenarios, the best 

portfolio is a single asset one at [0:1] and [1:0] respectively, whereas the EPF for the WC 

scenario is [0,5:0,5-1:0], which is what farmers would choose depending on their risk preference. 

Because of the large downsides in the WPD and DPD scenarios, a fairly equally weighted 

portfolio is one strategy to lower overall risk. Furthermore, these risks were not explicitly 

obvious when looking at weighted outcomes (figure 3, 4 & 5). 
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Figure 7. Scatterplot of scenarios with and without thresholds. Marking are the same as previous figure 6. 

The last sets of calculations were to create PF’s for all scenarios including the ones with a 

threshold effect, which counts to seven all together (figure 7). Most notable is the risk with zero 

return from pollination in the WPDT scenario [1:0], DPDT scenario [0:1] and WCT scenario [1:0-

0:1]. 

 

As a stark contrast to the PF’s with weighted outcomes, the EPF are quite different depending on 

the outcome (scenario). That is to say that the best strategy is fully dependent on the outcome. 

Moreover, there are some strategies that will lead to severely negative outcomes meaning that 

pollination could be zero. 

 

In order to stay away from these negative outcomes, a farmer may opt for a strategy with a 

mixed portfolio, say [0,5:0,5]. In this case, the farmer has made sure to eliminate the worst 

outcomes as far as possible. 

 

5.3 Context of money value 
In order to put our results in a context of money value, the value provided by pollination in the 

different cases and scenarios for three portfolio weights are presented in table 3. 
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Table 3. Table showing effects of outcomes with regards to strategy. It describes the implications of opting 
for a strategy in relation to the actual outcome. If for example, looking at case 1-4 only, all farmers would opt 
for strategy [1:0], depending on the outcome, the difference between the highest and lowest expected return 
is calculated in the row “diff MAX-MIN”, in this case, €51,840.00. Similarly, if we know that the outcome is 
“case 1”, then the difference between the worst strategy [0:1] and the best [1:0] is €44,550.00 (not taking risk 
into account in this case). Another example from the table is to look at the scenarios. If all farmers opt for the 
strategy [1:0], depending on the outcome, the difference in return can be as much as €216,000.00, indicating 
that these are important inputs in the production. By doing these calculation, we show the relevance of 
pollination for our specific case in a simple way. In particular, these calculations can help us identify where 
there are large values at risk. 

	  
Portfolio	  shares	  WP:DP	  

	  
	  

[1:0]	   [0,5:0:5]	   [0:1]	  
	  Weighted	  

outcomes	   Expected	  money	  value	  from	  pollination	  
Difference	  MAX-‐
MIN	  

Case	  1	   	  €	  159,300.00	  	   	  €	  137,025.00	  	   	  €	  114,750.00	  	   	  €	  44,550.00	  	  
Case	  2	   	  €	  175,500.00	  	   	  €	  151,875.00	  	   	  €	  128,250.00	  	   	  €	  47,250.00	  	  
Case	  3	   	  €	  195,750.00	  	   	  €	  170,437.50	  	   	  €	  145,125.00	  	   	  €	  50,625.00	  	  
Case	  4	   	  €	  211,140.00	  	   	  €	  184,545.00	  	   	  €	  157,950.00	  	   	  €	  53,190.00	  	  
Diff	  MAX-‐MIN	   	  €	  51,840.00	  	   	  €	  47,520.00	  	   	  €	  43,200.00	  	   	  	  
Case	  5	   	  €	  157,680.00	  	   	  €	  135,810.00	  	   	  €	  113,940.00	  	   	  €	  43,740.00	  	  
Case	  6	   	  €	  173,880.00	  	   	  €	  150,660.00	  	   	  €	  127,440.00	  	   	  €	  46,440.00	  	  
Case	  7	   	  €	  195,426.00	  	   	  €	  170,194.50	  	   	  €	  144,963.00	  	   	  €	  50,463.00	  	  
Diff	  MAX-‐MIN	   	  €	  37,746.00	  	   	  €	  34,384.50	  	   	  €	  31,023.00	  	   	  	  
Scenarios	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
NC	   	  €	  216,000.00	  	   	  €	  189,000.00	  	   	  €	  162,000.00	  	   	  €	  54,000.00	  	  
WPD	   	  €	  54,000.00	  	   	  €	  108,000.00	  	   	  €	  162,000.00	  	   -‐€	  108,000.00	  	  
WPDt	   	  €	  -‐	  	  	  	   	  €	  81,000.00	  	   	  €	  162,000.00	  	   -‐€	  162,000.00	  	  
DPD	   	  €	  216,000.00	  	   	  €	  121,500.00	  	   	  €	  27,000.00	  	   	  €	  189,000.00	  	  
DPDt	   	  €	  216,000.00	  	   	  €	  108,000.00	  	   	  €	  -‐	  	  	  	   	  €	  216,000.00	  	  
WC	   	  €	  54,000.00	  	   	  €	  40,500.00	  	   	  €	  27,000.00	  	   	  €	  27,000.00	  	  
WCt	   	  €	  -‐	  	  	  	   	  €	  -‐	  	  	  	   	  €	  -‐	  	  	  	   	  €	  -‐	  	  	  	  
Diff	  MAX-‐MIN	   	  €	  216,000.00	  	   	  €	  189,000.00	  	   	  €	  162,000.00	  	   	  	  

 
Table 3 conveys that there are considerable amounts that can be affected by using the appropriate 

strategy. Moreover, future price changes would increase numbers even more. 

6 Discussion 
 
The main purpose of this exercise was to couple the concepts of pollination as an ES with 

rational decision-making under uncertain and risky conditions in order to develop an analytical 

framework (a tool) for making decisions in real life social-ecological systems. In practice this 
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meant making certain assumptions in order to fit pollination as a productive input into the mean-

variance portfolio framework and see what strategies that generated the best outcome for the 

relevant agent, in our case a farmer growing canola crops. The benefit of using this approach is 

that the analysis is made focusing on both the user and the manager of the ES at once, in contrast 

to looking at values of ecosystems that are not fully realised by the user himself. The exercise is 

of course simplified, and may not yet be ready to apply as a management tool, but it shows some 

of the implications of managing ES in different ways, and that managers may not be aware of the 

risks that they face, which is a good enough reason to continue to build on the framework. 

 

Looking at our results, it is reasonable to say that a farmer would like to stay away from the 

strategies that put them at risk of a severe loss. This is the case, for example, if the farmer chose 

a strategy of only using domestic pollinators and the outcome would be the scenario DPD or 

DPDT, i.e. a drastic decline in domestic pollinators. In this case the farmer will get no or close to 

no pollination at all. However, the farmer can indeed insure himself against this loss by opting 

for a strategy with diversified pollinators. By opting for a mixed portfolio, or in some cases, the 

minimum-variance strategy, farmers have to their best possibilities insured against adverse future 

events.  

 

In the terminology of ecosystem services, this strategy is resilient, or it maximises the wealth of, 

or alternatively, the stock of the relevant ecosystems. 

 

Furthermore, using a resilient strategy becomes even more important when incorporating 

thresholds in the analysis since the risks of severely negative outcomes increases. Promoting 

knowledge about these risks on a broad scale, such as done by the Regime Shift Database (2011), 

thus becomes an important tool in incorporating risk analysis into managers and users of 

ecosystems perspectives. 

 

The exercise undertaken in this study should firstly be considered as a trial for methods that may 

be used in ES analysis. The complex nature of ecosystems gives legitimacy for a variety of tools 

and methods when analysing them. To our knowledge, this study is the first one to couple the 

concepts of pollination and mean-variance portfolio theory. There is, as one expect by 
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developing a new framework, both strong and week aspects of the general usability of the 

framework. These aspects are discussed below.   

 

Resilience has been proposed to be a useful concept in relation to precautionary management or 

critical natural capital (Brand, 2009; Deutsch et. al., 2003). In relation to this, our framework 

provides some means of including risk preferences by the managers and users into their 

objectives. This should be used as an additional factor when considering ecosystem based 

management and may change over time.   

 

Another important strength of the framework, to note from our results, is that it makes trade-offs 

explicit and visible, which is another important feature of ecosystem based management, or what 

is known as the ecosystem approach (MAE, 2005b). This is important since the ecosystem 

approach often seeks to strike a balance between ecological, economic and social factors. 

Inevitably farmers may act to maximise profit, but it is important that they are aware of the 

relevant risks in doing so. Our framework may help to make these linkages and risks transparent 

and visible.  

 

A further important point that our results convey is that looking at weighted outcomes (or 

averages) may hide outcomes that are a severe negative strike because of the low probability of 

occurrence. Not grasping the risks involved has indeed been described as one of the main reasons 

for the global financial crisis of 2008, which is one thing among other that has been the reason 

for comparisons between ecology and finance since then (nef 2009; Haldanne & May 2011). 

Thus, to further communicate the risks involved and the dynamics of those risks in managing 

crop production for pollination is an important goal in itself, something that our study may 

contribute to. 

 

Another strength of our approach is the step-by-step comparison of an ES with a framework 

traditionally outside of the scientific environmental research field. In our case, we are using a 

standard framework from financial economics where risk always has been a more integral part of 

decision-making. Also, promoting a diversity of approaches to analyse ES in different settings is 
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valuable in itself since there is no “one size fits all” solution to the increasingly alarming 

sustainability issue, both at local and global level (Ostrom 2007). 

 

However, there are of course many aspects that we have excluded when using the mean-variance 

portfolio theory framework, as well as many simplifying assumptions. Some of the most limiting 

factors of the framework are discussed below. 

 

Firstly, one shortcoming of the analysis is that it does not take into account the dynamics of 

several time periods. In particular, our analysis says that the farmers choose a strategy once and 

the different outcomes have an expected outcome and probabilities attached to them. This is fine 

as long as we assume the numbers were based in large data series of real data. However, some 

outcomes would probably change the situation looking ahead in a dramatic way. For example, If 

any of the threshold scenarios actually happened, the probable outcomes would change 

drastically as ecosystems does not tend return to a healthy state easily and quickly, something 

that has been describes as the hysteresis effect (Walker & Salt 2006). 

 

Secondly, the estimates in the mean-variance portfolio theory framework, and more importantly, 

the policy recommendations, are only as good as the estimates of the means and covariances that 

the underlying data can provide. As the relevant data is not available, it is hard to say how robust 

the estimates would be built on actual data. Furthermore, incorporating dynamic feedbacks could 

indeed alter the estimates dramatically, not least major policy changes that were thought to 

change farmer behaviour in any way. 

 

Thirdly, and perhaps most limiting in terms of the usability of the mean-variance portfolio theory 

framework in this setting is the degree of uncertainty regarding ecological interactions. The costs 

of reducing scientific uncertainty (if at all possible) might limit the framework to only be used on 

relatively few species dynamics, which may have limited relevance for management. 

 

So there are some strong as well as weak parts with the proposed framework. How should these 

findings be used, and what recommendations do they convey? At this early phase of 

development, perhaps this framework is mostly relevant as an educational tool and a discussion 
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entry. It does advocate a simple and strong message in that risk and uncertainty are crucial 

concepts and they ought to be present in the debate. Misconceptions about the risks involved 

may lead to inappropriate action leading to severely negative outcomes. Moreover the 

framework may introduce the concepts of ecosystems services and resilience to a wider 

audience, who may be aware of risk concepts but not the ecology behind it. Lastly, the 

framework should also be used in relation to other ecosystem services, preferably where there is 

more data (as opposed to pollination) so that the scenarios to a larger extent can be based on 

reality.  

7 Conclusions 
 
We have showed the link between ecosystem risk and output by constructing an ecological-

economic model and analysed what strategies farmers ought to adopt when making on-farm 

decisions about pollination and how it may affect their harvest yields. Our conclusions are that 

farmers may opt for different strategies depending on their risk preference. At the same time 

some strategies do offer some insurance against severely negative outcomes and may thus be 

called resilient strategies that in our study is synonymous with a resilient ecosystem. Further 

integration of risk and uncertainty is a key point in further addressing key sustainability issues 

such as biodiversity loss and ecosystem degradation. Although a complex issue, the argument in 

itself is powerful and simple, the risks and uncertainties we face through a “business as usual” 

approach are daunting and therefore we should put these at the top of the agenda.  
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9 Appendix A 
 
Data 
Tables below show data on canola harvest and price. 
 
Table 4. Data on Canola harvest in Stockholm county obtained from Svensk Raps (www.svenskraps.se)  

Harvest data on canola in Stockholm county 1965-2009 
  Autumn Canola Spring Canola 

  Harvest/hectar 
Total 
Harvest Harvest/hectar 

Total 
Harvest 

  kg/he Tonnes kg/he Tonnes 
1965 1780 2690   470 
1966   230 1210 640 
1967 1960 2240 1590 1160 
1968 1910 1930 1460 1370 
1969 1320 1210 600 670 
1970   640 1420 1410 
1971 1390 1350 1160 1790 
1972 1860 1700 1380 2450 
1973 1920 1320 1370 2760 
1974 1750 1060 1500 2880 
1975 1700 1050 1410 2930 
1976 1270 620 1130 1560 
1977 1890 1320 1560 2660 
1978 1500 890 1420 3540 
1979 1490 910 1560 3550 
1980 1070 750 1550 3480 
1981   10   4880 
1982   640   4540 
1983   640   4930 
1984   20   4600 
1985 2120 410 1740 5060 
1986 2780 470 1780 6250 
1987 2460 380 1370 4940 
1988 2690 680 1500 3920 
1989 2870 1200 1590 3760 
1990 2740 1590 1670 3620 
1991 2140 700 1110 1900 
1992 2590 210 1800 3290 
1993         
1994         
1995         
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1996         
1997         
1998         
1999     1610 2800 
2000     1660 1000 
2001     1920 2100 
2002     1940 3100 
2003     1840 3900 
2004     1960 5100 
2005     1830 5200 
2006 2470 2000 1590 3900 
2007 2690 3600 1760 3700 
2008 2570 2600 1650 3700 
2009     2010 3700 

  
   

  
Total 50930 35060 52650 123210 
  

   
  

Average 2037 1131 1549 3159 
 
 
Table 5. Selling prices of crop products (absolute prices) - annual - from 2005-2009 (Eurostat, 
http://epp.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/ 

Price 

Year 
Price 
(€/100kg) 

2009 22,98 
2008 32,55 
2007 33,38 
2006 23,91 
2005 21,97 

    
Average 26,958 
Price per 
tonne  € 269,580  
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10 Appendix B 
 
Scenario analysis 
The use of scenarios has become an important tool in order to deal with the inherit uncertainty in 
resilience theory and ecosystem research. Broadly speaking, the use of scenarios can be thought 
of a way to “look into the future in a structures manner” (MA Practitioner guide p. 193) 
Scenarios can be set up and used for various reasons and can incorporate different types of 
information. In our case a scenario analysis is used for several reasons, such as: 

• avoid being off guard - “live the future in advance” 
• challenge “mental maps” 
• raise awareness (eg. about future risks or critical thresholds) 
• test strategies for robustness using “what if” questions 
• stimulate discussion and creative thinking 

(Neville et al., 2010) 

In our analysis, using scenarios as “potential futures” is useful to apply a number of analyses to 
each scenario, it means that we can “investigate” into the insurance value of the ecosystem 
surrounding pollination of oil rape seed in Stockholm county. 
 
Our scenarios are partly being designed to fit our different analysis methods, but they are also 
building on the current state of knowledge of pollination as an ecosystem assessment. All 
scenarios are possible, although they are of course more or less likely to actually occur. To lack 
of knowledge about the status of pollination services supports the case for using elaborated 
scenarios to analyse the insurance value (FAO 200). 
 
The kind of scenario analysis that is being used can be categorised as being normative, or “what 
can happen?” in accordance with Wilkinson & Eidinow (2008 p.5) scenario typology. All 
scenarios (apart from the no-change scenario) can be thought of as crisis situations, where the 
ecosystem surrounding pollination services is at stress and risk of severe impact on humans. 
 
In order to carry out our mean-variance portfolio analysis on the different pollination 
configurations and scenarios, we need to specify the expected return from wild and domestic 
pollination (Rwp, Rdp) respectively. We also need to specify the risk associated with each 
pollinator group, which is the standard deviation for wild and domestic pollination (SDwp, SDdp). 
Lastly the correlation coefficient between Rwp and Rdp is specified, this is needed in order to 
calculate the risk of the combination of SDwp and SDdp, it is written as rwp,dp and is a measure of 
how the return of the two assets are correlated to each other. The specific numbers used for the 
scenarios are specified in table 2 and 3. 
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Table 6. Return, risk and correlation of the benefit of increased harvest yield from pollination in the different 
scenarios. Rwp and Rdp is the increased harvest due to pollination in tonnes per annum for all of Stockholm 
County. SDwp and SDdp is risk (standard deviation) for wild- and domestic pollination respectively. rwp,dp is the 
correlation coefficient between wild- and domestic pollination.   

Scenario NC WPD DPD WC 
Rwp 800 200 800 200 
SDwp 15 30 15 30 
Rdp 600 600 100 100 
SDdp 10 10 30 30 
rwp,dp 0,23 0,23 0,23 0,23 
 
Table 7. Return, risk and correlation of the benefit of increased harvest yield from pollination in the different 
scenarios, including risk of thresholds. For measures and units see table 4. 

Scenario NC WPD WPDT DPD DPDT WC WCT 
Rwp 800 200 0 800 800 200 0 
SDwp 15 30 0 15 15 30 0 
Rdp 600 600 600 100 0 100 0 
SDdp 10 10 10 30 0 30 0 
rdp,wp 0,23 0,23 0,23 0,23 0,23 0,23 0,23 
 
No change scenario (NC) 
Our baseline scenario (no change, NC) is created using official harvest data and making a best 
estimation of the contribution from insect pollination. As this number is not known, a best 
estimation of 20% of the total harvest is used. This number is supported in the literature but it 
still uncertain (Jordbruksverket 2009). 
 
In relation to each other, the two pollinator groups have been created so that WP provides 
slightly more pollination potential than DP, and is also slightly riskier. 
 
The correlation coefficient is assumed to be 0,23 in all scenarios. This means that the variation in 
WP and DP is somewhat positively correlated. This is because although the two groups do 
mainly rely on different environmental factors for their sustenance, they also correspond 
similarly to some weather conditions such as precipitation, wind and temperature. 
In general the ecosystem state in NC is in a healthy and resilient condition that manifests itself 
through high output of pollination services and low variability. All of which of course benefits 
the local farmer growing crops.  
 
Wild pollination decline (WPD) and wild pollination decline threshold (WDPT) 
scenario 
In the WPD scenario, wild pollination is seriously reduced and at risk. When the pollination 
potential is reduced, the variation in pollination increases. The situation in WPD may come about 
for several reasons. Some main risks threatening wild pollination are loss of habitat, use of 
pesticides, invasive species and climate change (IRGC 2009). 
 
The WPD thus pictures a severe crisis in wild pollination brought about by a combination of risk 
factors. 
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In addition, the even more severe WPDT scenario is one where wild pollination has suffered such 
big losses they are not able to carry out any pollination at all. This is in effect describing that the 
ecosystem has hit a tipping point, or a threshold where a widespread collapse of wild pollinators 
is one outcome.    
 
Domestic pollination decline (DPD) and domestic pollination decline threshold 
(DPDT) scenario 
In the DPD scenario a severe reduction in domestic pollinators is the situation. As in the previous 
scenario, the variation of domestic pollinators increased in line with the reduction in pollination. 
The most obvious threat to domestic pollinators, which are mainly honey bees, is CCD, which is 
thought to be triggered by a combination of different pathogens including viruses and fungus 
(Bromenshenk et al 2010), although this remains somewhat uncertain. 
 
The DPDT scenario is an extreme case of the DPD scenario and CCD where the die-offs of 
honey bees are so severe they are no longer an option to use in production. 
 
Worst case (WC) and worst case threshold (WCT) scenario 
The WC scenario is a combination of the WPD and DPD scenarios. Both pollinator groups are 
thus severely threatened and in a state of low pollination and high variability. This state 
represents a highly vulnerable ecosystem under a lot of stress and at a considerable cost to 
private farmers. 
 
The WCT scenario is in effect a combination of the WPTT and DPDT scenarios.  
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11 Appendix C 
 
In this appendix we give a more detailed description of the calculation carried out in this study. 
 
Weigthed outcomes 
In this analysis, we assume that farmers make a judgment about the probabilities that the 
different scenarios will occur. We call a set of probabilities a case. We use four sets of 
probabilities, which is equal to saying that there are four different views on the future will 
evolve. Note that a case is different than a scenario, since a scenario is a future state in which we 
know what the outcome will be, whereas a case is a position where we know the probabilities of 
the scenarios. The probabilities for the different cases are presented in appendix D. Whichever 
case a farmer thinks is most appropriate will be his choice.  
 
Firstly, we assume that farmers only know the probabilities for the different scenarios. By using 
these probabilities, we create average outcomes by putting their separate probabilities as weights. 
 
!"#$%ℎ!"  !"#$!%& = !"#$%$&'&()*+ ∗ !"#$!%&'( + !"#$%$&'&()*+, ∗ !"#$!%&'()… 
Equation 1 

 
As the probabilities of the scenarios are hard to predict, four different set of probabilities were 
used which all were given a weighted outcome in regards to expected return and risk. 
 
From these weighted outcomes, a portfolio of the two assets wild pollination (WP) and domestic 
pollination (DP) using the equations: 
 
!! = !!"!" + !!"!" 
Equation 2 

 

!! = !!"
! !!"

! + !!"! !!"! + 2!!"!!"!!",!"!!"!!" 
Equation 3 

where Pp is pollination portfolio, σp is portfolio risk (or standard deviation), XWP and XDP are the 
share of WP and DP in the portfolio respectively. Furthermore, rWP,DP is the correlation 
coefficient between WP and DP which is found using:  
 

!!",!" =
!"#(!",!")
!!"!!"

 
Equation 4 

where cov(WP,DP) is given by: 
 

!"#(!",!") = !! !"! − ! !" [!"! − ! !" ]
!

!!!

 

Equation 5 
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where pi is the probability that WP and DP should take on the values WPi and DPi respectively. 
Since values are not available, rWP,DP is assumed to be 0,23 (see appendix B) 
 
We use four different sets of probabilities for scenarios without threshold, and three for the 
scenarios with thresholds, making a total of seven data series plotted into a return risk scatterplot. 
 
Actual outcomes 
In this analysis, farmers do not choose a case based on probabilities that a scenario will occur, 
but only one specific outcome or scenario. Thus the farmers assume that they know which 
outcome will actually happen. There are thus no probabilities attached to the outcomes, or more 
appropriately, a farmer faces an outcome with a probability of 1. 
 
Secondly, the second sets of calculations were for each individual scenario, not taking 
probabilities into account. This thus shows the possible portfolios after an outcome. This was 
done by using the same framework as above, but without weighted outcomes, and instead, using 
the values for WP and DP straight from the scenarios. 
 
The calculations were done on all four scenarios without threshold as well as the seven scenarios 
with thresholds, creating in total eleven scatterplots of risk return. 
 
Context of money value 
This analysis is done in order to put our results into some context. Using the data on average 
price from section 5.1, a table describing the difference in output in monetary terms that can arise 
from choosing the wrong strategy, in relation to the outcome. The table shows (1) the implication 
of choosing one portfolio weight depending on the outcome and (2) the implication of an 
outcome occurring depending on what portfolio weight was chosen. 
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12 Appendix D 
 
Probabilities of scenarios and cases 
 
The tables below show the probabilities of the different scenarios occurring for our weighted 
average analysis. 
 
Table 8. Prababilities of case 1-4 

Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 
Scen. Prob. Scen. Prob. Scen. Prob. Scen. Prob. 
NC 0.4 NC 0.6 NC 0.8 NC 0.95 
WPD 0.25 WPD 0.15 WPD 0.075 WPD 0.02 
DPD 0.25 DPD 0.15 DPD 0.075 DPD 0.02 
WC 0.1 WC 0.1 WC 0.05 WC 0.01 

 
Table 9. Probabilities of case 5-7 

Case 5 Case 6 Case 7 
Scen. Prob. Scen. Prob. Scen. Prob. 
NC 0.4 NC 0.6 NC 0.8 
WPD 0.23 WPD 0.13 WPD 0.07 
WPDt 0.02 WPDt 0.02 WPDt 0.005 
DPD 0.23 DPD 0.13 DPD 0.07 
DPDt 0.02 DPDt 0.02 DPDt 0.005 
WC 0.09 WC 0.09 WC 0.049 
WCt 0.01 WCt 0.01 WCt 0.001 

 
 
 
 


